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With a 50% Interest in their Lapaska Project, which is Near the 

Historic Val d’Or Gold Mining Camp as well as Mills in the Area, 

Mazorro Resources Inc. is Well Positioned for Growth 

 

Resources 

Gold Exploration 

(MZO-TSXV) 

 

Dean Hanisch 

President and CEO 

 

BIO: 

Mr. Hanisch has over 18 years ex-

perience as an entrepreneur helping 

build companies in a variety of indus-

tries. Since 2007 he has been acting 

as Business Development Lead with 

Paramount Gold (PZG), a US based 

company dually listed on both the 

AMEX and TSX, where he was in-

strumental in helping consolidate the 

land position through brokering nu-

merous deals with neighboring public 

companies. 

 

Mr. Hanisch has also been involved in 

helping a variety of junior mining 

companies gain awareness in the 

marketplace while acting as a partner 

in Launch IR. Previously, he held a 

variety of positions as President in the 

IT industry where he was instrumental 

in building companies that were later 

purchased by public companies most 

notably Titan Consulting Group that 

was acquired by Calian (CTY). 

 

Company Profile: 

Mazorro Resources Inc. is a Canadian 

junior mining exploration company. 

Mazorro Resources Inc. is publicly 

listed on the TSX Venture Exchange 

(V:MZO) and Frankfurt (symbol: 

JAM). Mazorro focuses on emerging 

exploration opportunities, with a focus 

on gold properties in Quebec, Can-

ada. During December 2010, the 

Company announced a property op-

tion agreement with Adventure Gold 

Inc. (TSX-V: AGE) to acquire up to a 

total 70% interest in the Lapaska 

property in the Louvicourt Township 

of Quebec. The Lapaska property is 

comprised of 26 claims covering an 

area of approximately 352 hectares 

located 20 kilometres east of the city 

of Val d’Or, in the eastern part of the 

Val d’Or gold mining camp, Quebec. 

 

Interview conducted by: 

Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor 

 

CEOCFO: Mr. Hanisch, would you tell 

us a little about Mazorro? 

Mr. Hanisch: Mazorro is gold explo-

ration company that has focused in 

Quebec primarily along the Cadillac 

Larder Lake Break. It is up around Val 

d’Or, which is historically a very pro-

lific gold belt area. We have a flag-

ship project called Lapaska, which we 

optioned from Adventure Gold. We 

are currently earning our fifty percent 

interest in that project. That is kind of 

our major focus, to develop that pro-

ject which is primarily a bulk tonnage 

gold type deposit. 

 

CEOCFO: What made you decide 

that was a good place to work? 

Mr. Hanisch: I came in November so 

this was a project that they had al-

ready picked up. What is interesting 

about the project and what I like about 

the project is the gold mineralization 

is occurring at a shallow depth and it 

is a bulk tonnage type deposit with a 

lot of high grade in between. We like 

it because we can develop this type of 

project quite rapidly. It is generally a 

low cost type of mine to develop. 

There are a number of mines within 

the region. There are four mills as 

well and most of those mills are run-

ning under capacity. That is kind of 

what we liked about it; its location, 

proximity to under capacity mills and 

therefore we would most likely not 

have to build a mill or do anything of 

that nature. We could just build up the 

resource and make it attractive for 

someone else in the area that has a 

mill. 

 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about 

your recent news? 

Mr. Hanisch: Today’s news that 

came out is consistent with previous 

drill results, which are creating some 

nice long intercepts of bulk tonnage 

type grade. However, the exciting part 

of the news was the fact that we had 

7.7 grams over 12 meters at a shal-

low depth. Therefore, there is high 

grade within this structure. 

 

CEOCFO: What is happening on the 

ground now and what is the timetable 

going forward? 

Mr. Hanisch: On the ground now, we 

just received those results. Now we 

will be looking to do a little bit of a 

small financing in order to earn our 

fifty percent and continue drilling. 

Therefore, we plan to accelerate pay-

ment to earn our fifty percent and 

then to look at continuing drilling and 

prove up this resource going forward. 

We are going to continue testing the 

extensions of this mineralized body 

that we now have in 3-D. We are go-

ing to test the 3-D model and continue 

to expand this ore body. 

 

CEOCFO: You mentioned that the 

mills are under capacity. Is that be-

cause they were built bigger than they 

needed, or have there been things in 

the region that have not gone the way 

anticipated? 

Mr. Hanisch: I think a little bit of 

both. I think both of those are the rea-

son. Some of these are older mills 
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that at one point were running at full 

capacity but are no longer able to. In 

the life cycle of a mine generally ini-

tially when you are stripping off the 

top you can put a lot more ore 

through the mill but as you go further 

underground it takes a lot more time 

and it is obviously a lot more expen-

sive to take the ore out of the earth. 

Therefore, some mature mines are 

not able to bring as much ore through 

the mill at one time. Therefore, our 

goal would be if we prove up the bulk 

tonnage model is to have 

that shallow grade ore to mix 

with the high grade for them 

to keep the cost down, the 

mill at full capacity and take 

advantage of the economies 

of scale of full capacity. 

 

CEOCFO: What is the financial pic-

ture like today for Mazorro? 

Mr. Hanisch: Today, we have half a 

million in hard money, so we are fine 

from that point of view. We are going 

to raise a little bit of flow-through 

which is what we have been using for 

the actual drilling. We will probably do 

a little bit of both. The good thing 

about Quebec is that when we are 

able to do the hard financing, we are 

able to get roughly about 40% back in 

tax credits so that we can then put 

back into the ground. Therefore, we 

are going to be doing a mix of both. 

Quebec is a great place to raise 

money for projects. 

 

CEOCFO: Has the investment com-

munity been paying attention so far? 

Mr. Hanisch: I think they have been 

to a certain extent, at times. I mean 

the market is not the best and I think 

this isn’t their first project that Ma-

zorro came out with. Therefore, I think 

there are some legacy investors that 

have exited the story. But since we 

have had this project and kind of re-

started I think we are starting to get 

some traction. We are looking to bring 

in new investors that see the quality 

of these results and want to stay with 

us for the remainder of the story and 

the building of the company. 

 

CEOCFO: Are you getting much in-

terest on the Frankfurt Exchange? 

Mr. Hanisch: I do not think we have 

done a lot of volume on the Frankfurt 

Exchange. Many people go on Frank-

furt at the very beginning, but you 

actually have to market there and 

spend your time there. Therefore, one 

of our goals is to try and do a couple 

more road shows in Europe and see if 

we can unlock some value there. 

 

CEOCFO: Why should investors look 

at Mazorro Resources? 

Mr. Hanisch: It is the location. It is 

the right price for the stage 

we are in. We are underval-

ued immensely. Our results 

are way above average. At 

the end of the day, the prop-

erty has to be there and you 

have to have your results and a lot of 

companies do not. In our case we are 

fortunate enough that this property is 

located in the right region with mills 

that are close by and a possible quick 

turnaround to exit strategy. 

 

CEOCFO: So you have everything 

you need for success! 

Mr. Hanisch: Yes, we just need the 

market to improve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

In our case we are fortunate enough that this 

property is located in the right region with mills 

that are close by and a possible quick turn-

around to exit strategy. - Dean Hanisch 
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